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Abstract—As increasingly complex and dynamic volumetric DDoS attacks continue to wreak havoc on edge networks, two recent developments promise to bolster DDoS defense at the edge. First, programmable switches have emerged as promising means for achieving scalable and cost-effective attack signature detection. However, their practical application in edge networks remains a challenging open problem. Second, machine learning (ML)-based solutions have demonstrated potential in accurately detecting attack signatures based on per-flow traffic features. Yet, their inability to effectively scale to the traffic volumes and number of flows in actual production edge networks has largely excluded them from practical considerations.

In this paper, we introduce ZAPDOS, a novel approach to accurately, quickly, and scalably detect volumetric DDoS attack signatures at the source prefix level. ZAPDOS is the first to utilize a key characteristic of the observed structure of measured attack and benign source prefixes (i.e., a pronounced cluster-within-cluster property) and effectively apply it in practice against modern attacks. ZAPDOS operates by monitoring aggregate prefix-level features in switch hardware, employing a learning model to identify prefixes suspected of containing attack sources, and using several innovative algorithmic methods to pinpoint attack sources efficiently. We have built a hardware prototype of ZAPDOS and a packet-level software simulator which achieve comparable accuracy results. Since existing datasets are inadequate for training and evaluating prefix-level models, we have developed a new data-fusion methodology for training and evaluating ZAPDOS. We use our prototype and simulator to show that ZAPDOS can detect volumetric DDoS attack signatures with orders of magnitude lower error rates than state-of-the-art under comparable monitoring resource budgets and for a range of different attack scenarios.

Index Terms—Network security and measurement, programmable switch hardware, DDoS defense

1. Introduction

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks continue to be one of the most pervasive threats to online services and service providers alike. Of particular concern in the broader class of DDoS are volumetric attacks that can render critical services or entire networks unreachable through massive floods of traffic (e.g., 3.5 Tbps [1]) using attack vectors like DNS amplification/reflection [2]–[5] or botnets [6]–[8]. Such attacks can result in loss of customers and revenue for the victims (e.g., financial institutions, universities, and local governments) and waste valuable network resources due to large volumes of unproductive traffic traversing the Internet.

The first critical step in defending against volumetric DDoS is detecting attack signatures to separate attack from benign traffic. For example, an attack signature could be a list of source IP addresses observed in attack traffic along with the particular attack vector(s) observed from each source. Given increasingly massive traffic volumes, systems that detect attack signatures must be highly resource efficient and able to scale to high traffic rates as well as large traffic complexities (e.g., number of distinct sources). Furthermore, in addition to multiple attack vectors, modern DDoS attacks leverage attack dynamics aimed at evading simple signature detection methods (e.g., changing attack vectors and/or sources over time in a single attack), implying signature detection must be a dynamic and flexible process.

Recent efforts develop volumetric DDoS defenses for large ISPs (e.g., AT&T) or CDNs (e.g., Cloudflare) but fail to address signature detection requirements in a variety of edge network scenarios (e.g., small- or medium-sized enterprises) [9]. Such networks face tighter resource constraints (e.g., monitoring for attack signatures on only a few border switches) and rely on upstream third-party mitigation (e.g., upstream cloud- or service-providers [10], [11], IXPs [12], [13], or scrubbers [14], [15]) since their border links may in fact be the DDoS target. On the one hand, efforts that leverage programmable switch hardware [16]–[19] can reduce the resource overheads by orders of magnitude, but fail to produce actionable attack signatures (due to tight binding of signature detection and mitigation actions) and only implement simple heuristic- or threshold-based detection with limited accuracy [20]–[23]. On the other hand, efforts to leverage machine learning (ML) techniques can achieve high accuracy but rely on large vectors of features computed for every traffic source or flow (attack as well as benign), leading to infeasible resource overheads [24]–[27].

Rather than settling for limited accuracy or excessive resource overheads, we propose to leverage a key yet under-exploited insight in this work: observed IP addresses in network traffic exhibit a pronounced cluster-within-cluster behavior when viewed as hierarchical prefix trees, irrespective of whether the traffic is benign [28], [29] or associated...
with attacks [30]. Whereas other recent volumetric DDoS signature detection efforts tacitly assume a uniform distribution of attack and benign sources by applying sketch-based approximation or classifying every possible source, we posit instead that attack signatures should be constructed at prefix-level to reflect and exploit inherent clustering of addresses. In particular, prefix-level signatures are able to achieve the same accuracy as source-level signatures while requiring a fraction of the monitoring resources. As a result, when working at prefix-level, larger feature vectors and more complex ML-based modeling techniques can be applied over fewer observations, thus reducing overheads.

Building on this insight, we combine efficient switch-hardware-based feature gathering with accurate CPU-based ML modeling in a novel prefix-level volumetric DDoS attack signature detection approach called ZAPDOS.1 In particular, ZAPDOS addresses the following challenges.

- Prefix aggregates inherently contain a distinctive blend of attack and benign traffic features, which is not captured in existing datasets and modeling approaches. We develop a novel data-fusion method to generate a large number of attack scenarios with realistic packet-level and prefix-level distributions. We train classification models on these scenarios using a prefix-length weighting method to tune the model for improved performance (§ 4).
- Although switch hardware can only monitor a fixed number of traffic entities (due to limited TCAM and SRAM entries), optimal prefix-level attack signatures require a variable number of prefixes at variable lengths. ZAPDOS develops a novel scheduling-based iterative refinement algorithm that works in a windowed fashion, monitoring a fixed number of prefixes in each time window, and dynamically deciding the length of each prefix included in the attack signature to avoid reporting prefixes containing benign traffic (§ 5).
- Iterative refinement approaches must be robust against changes in attack sources and vectors aimed at foiling signature detection. ZAPDOS includes novel look-ahead and look-back algorithmic components that respectively increase the refinement speed and update the refinement focus when attack traffic changes (§ 6).

We implement a prototype of ZAPDOS for Tofino-based switches [18], which includes several solutions to reduce latency overheads (§ 7). Using an independent test set of attack scenarios generated with our data-fusion methodology, we demonstrate our prototype can quickly generate accurate attack signatures (e.g., detecting 99% of attack traffic in less than 25 s). We also develop a packet-level simulator of ZAPDOS for evaluating against a wider range of complex and dynamic volumetric DDoS attacks. Using this simulator, we show that ZAPDOS can accurately detect such complex and dynamic attack traffic at scale. Specifically, compared to state-of-the-art DDoS defenses such as Jaqen [20] or Euclid [21], ZAPDOS achieves two to six orders of magnitude better accuracy when attack sources are realistically clustered in the IPv4 space (§ 8).

1. ZAPDOS stands for Zooming-in At Prefix-level DdOss Signatures.

To encourage further research in this area, we open-source our packet-level simulator, examples of generated attack traffic traces, and implementation of our data-fusion method at https://onrg.gitlab.io/projects/zapdos/.

2. Background & Motivation

2.1. Setting

Edge networks such as enterprises, campuses, regional ISPs, and other medium-to-small-sized ISPs (e.g., as shown in Figure 1) suffer from volumetric DDoS attacks in three distinct phases.

Pre-attack phase. Based on risk assessment (e.g., planning for a mission-critical event) edge networks typically make preparations for dealing with DDoS attacks such as deploying traffic monitoring systems, securing backup lines of communication, and procuring options to deploy upstream DDoS mitigation (e.g., block lists in upstream ISP).

Active-attack phase. During a volumetric DDoS attack, an adversary sends a large volume of attack traffic which immobilizes the edge network by flooding a bottleneck link as shown in Figure 1. The edge network must quickly generate a signature that identifies attack traffic and coordinate the deployment of mitigation with upstream services to reduce the volume of attack traffic and maintain network connectivity.

Post-attack phase. After the attack event, edge networks must analyze the event, including careful inspection of the attack signature, in order to prepare for future attacks and to understand any other malicious actions for which the attack may have provided cover (e.g., infiltration, data exfiltration).

ZAPDOS primarily focuses on quickly and efficiently detecting volumetric DDoS attack signatures during the active-attack phase, though it relies on traffic monitoring deployed in the pre-attack phase, and the signatures it generates may also be useful in the post-attack phase.

2.2. Requirements

The process of quickly generating a signature that can effectively support mitigation of volumetric DDoS attacks on edge networks implies the following three requirements.
R1: Accurate attack signatures. Attack signatures must accurately separate volumetric DDoS attack traffic from normal benign traffic. They must be expressed in a form intelligible to network administrators and to upstream mitigation services (e.g., specifying attack sources, L3/L4 protocol of attack packets, etc.). In existing proposed switch hardware DDoS defense systems [20], [21] it is hard if not impossible for network administrators to gain visibility into which subsets of traffic are affected by deployed mitigation.

R2: Scalable resource efficiency. Given limited traffic processing resources in edge networks, volumetric DDoS signature detection must remain highly resource efficient as traffic volume and number of attack sources increase. Existing proposals which leverage programmable switch hardware [20], [31] demonstrate orders of magnitude reduction of overheads w.r.t. traffic volume, but can only implement heuristic and approximate detection with limited accuracy. Higher accuracy ML-based proposals [24]–[26] require infeasible traffic monitoring overheads to collect fine-grained features for large numbers of flows. Edge networks must carefully allocate limited resources (e.g., TCAM, SRAM) for signature detection without compromising on signature accuracy or flexibility.

R3: Robust against multiple vectors and dynamic attacks. In addition to a large list of well-established vectors for generating volumetric DDoS attack traffic (e.g., reflection [32]–[35] or botnets [7], [8], [36]), modern adversaries also combine multiple vectors and dynamically change attack traffic during attack episodes. As a result, signature detection must be able to capture a wide variety of potential attack vectors and to quickly update detected signatures as the underlying attack traffic changes.

2.3. Related Work

As shown in Table 1, a number of recent research efforts have addressed some of these requirements using sketch-based switch hardware, flow-level ML models, or prefix-level refinement algorithms, but none have succeeded in simultaneously satisfying all requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key leverage</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>R1 (Accurate)</th>
<th>R2 (Scalable)</th>
<th>R3 (Robust)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sketch, switch hardware</td>
<td>Jaqen [20]</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️ partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euclid [21]</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-based ML</td>
<td>LUCID [24]</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefix refinement</td>
<td>RADAR [37]</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All of above</td>
<td>ZAPDOS</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Overview of how existing defenses compare against the requirements set out in § 2.1.

Programmable switch hardware for resource efficiency. Recent studies [20], [21], [23], [38]–[40] implement combined attack signature detection and mitigation policies directly in switch hardware by using probabilistic data structures known as sketches [41], [42] (thus satisfying R2). Some of these efforts (e.g., Jaqen [20] and Poseidon [38]) also partially satisfy R3 by developing libraries for detecting a range of modern attack vectors. Other efforts rely on behavioral assumptions that are easier for modern attacks to circumvent (e.g., Euclid [21] assumes that attacks can be identified by their contribution towards the entropy of observed addresses).

However, a key limitation of sketch-based efforts is that they cannot report detailed attack signatures because they do not keep track of flow keys, i.e., they fail to satisfy R1. Even if one could extract the attack signature from a sketch-based method (e.g., using “reversible” sketch techniques [43]–[45]), the types of metrics and decisions that can be made using sketch-based methods, as well as the hard accuracy cliff imposed by the fixed number of sketch counters limit the practical effectiveness of these approaches. For example, on the realistic attack scenarios considered in § 8, the approximate methods in Jaqen and Euclid incur relatively high and unpredictable false-positive rates (up to ~50%). Moreover, these proposals suffer sharp increases in FNR once the fixed resources allocated to the sketch are exhausted (e.g., for a fixed-size LRU filter in Jaqen the FNR can go from less than 0.3% to more than 30% as the attack sources increases from 5k to 50K).

Machine-learning models for signature accuracy. Other recent efforts (e.g., LUCID [24]) leverage machine learning (ML) techniques by casting detection of DDoS traffic as a classification problem [24], [46]–[50]. By using large vectors of traffic features computed for each potential attacker (e.g., for each source address, for each flow), these efforts are able to produce highly accurate attack signatures thereby satisfying R1. However, such methods are currently not feasible to deploy in edge networks because of the excessive overheads of computing and communicating detailed features for large numbers of flows. For example the MAWI Lab traces used in § 8 contain millions of benign sources which would have to be classified.

Several recent efforts [25], [27], [51], [52] develop approaches to implementing trained flow-level models directly in switch hardware data planes which could be used to run ML signature detection at line rate. However, these approaches also face critical challenges to compute stateful features for large numbers (e.g., millions) of flows in the already-confined switch hardware resources. For example, computing the features used in ZAPDOS for 1 M flows would require ~80 MB of register memory which quickly surpasses the O(10 MB) of SRAM available in current programmable switch ASICs.²

Prefix-level refinement. To address R2 and reduce the resources required for DDoS signature detection, a body of prior work considers prefix-level traffic monitoring (e.g., [22], [37], [53]–[55]), but does not address the challenges imposed by modern attack methods. On the one hand, studies such as [37], [54], [55] identify the potential of prefix-level signatures to improve scalability, but their proposed algorithms are not robust against modern multi-vector and dynamic attacks (R3). On the other hand, recent efforts like ACC-Turbo [22] propose using switch hardware to accelerate refining prefixes, but the resource overheads

² Note also that it is nontrivial to simply plug more SRAM into the switch pipeline due to power considerations.
they entail to handle large numbers of attack sources and attack vectors precludes their use in practice (e.g., ALUs proportional to the number of prefixes). At the same time, these prior works only consider simple count-based features and struggle to compete with the accuracy of trained models. More generic and not DDoS-specific techniques for prefix-level iterative refinement are considered in studies such as [56]–[61], and we discuss their relevance and limitations for our work in § 5.

We note that several recent proposals use programmable switch hardware [23], [62], [63] to develop approaches to mitigating distributed link-flooding attacks [64], [65]. However, since these attacks target links in the network core rather than at the network edge and because the proposed methods require the participation of distributed switches across the network, these proposals address problems that are orthogonal to those considered by ZAPDOS.

2.4. Untapped Potential of Prefix-Level Signatures

Both sketch-based [20], [21], [38] and ML-based [24], [46], [47] approaches to detecting DDoS attack signatures are inherently limited by the tacit assumption that observed network source addresses are distributed uniformly at random across the IP space. For example, the use of pseudo-uniform hash functions in sketch-based approaches implies that approximation errors are uniformly distributed over the address space; that is, allocating more resources has a uniform impact on all addresses. Similarly, collecting features and evaluating the same trained model across all addresses (or flows) in ML-based approaches also implies that the impact of monitoring resources on detected signature accuracy is the same for all addresses or flows.

For attackers, on the other hand, the costs of launching attacks from different parts of the address space are strongly non-uniform. Consider attackers who do not spoof their source addresses (e.g., by using reflectors or directly flooding from bots). Prior work establishes that misconfigured hosts (which can serve as reflectors or bots) tend to cluster in prefixes associated with a few specific ASes [32], [33], [35], [66], [67] implying that attackers face higher costs to generate non-spoofed attacks from outside these prefixes due to the lower density of vulnerable hosts (see Appendix A for further justification). To quantify the impact of how non-uniform costs lead to clustering of malicious addresses, we determine the minimum number of prefixes required to exactly separate attack sources from the Mirai botnet [68] and benign sources from the MAWILab dataset [69]. We compute the ratio between this minimum number of prefixes and the total number of sources (attack and benign) for independent samples of up to 50k attack sources. Figure 2a shows that for the considered range of attack sources (x-axis), the minimum number of prefixes required is less than 5% of the total number of sources.

Alternatively, consider attackers who spoof their source addresses. The most commonly considered approach to spoofing is to select attack sources uniformly at random

3. See § 4.1 for details of the method used to generate these scenarios.

Figure 2: Using prefix-level signatures can potentially satisfy both R1 and R2 because the # of prefixes required for exact separation of attack and benign sources is relatively low.

from the set of all possible IP addresses [20]. However, Figure 2b shows that even under uniform spoofing, an optimal prefix-level signature still only requires monitoring a number of prefixes that is less than 5% of the number of sources to achieve perfect separation. Note that this is a result of the inherent clustering of benign addresses which can be formally described by a class of mathematical models known as multifractal measures [28]–[30]. Thus, to execute effective spoofed attacks against a suitably-designed prefix-level defense, attackers must invest additional cost to infer source addresses closer to benign traffic. However, since the cost for attackers to execute such inferences is largely unknown, in this work, we develop a practical method of generating attack sources which are closer to or farther from a given sample of benign traffic. We refer to this method as the cost-based method and formally introduce it in § 4.1.

Thus, the main focus of our work is on fully unlocking the untapped potential of prefix-level volumetric DDoS signature detection by integrating sketch and ML methods with key methodological and algorithmic contributions. In particular, by using ML techniques instead of simple count-based thresholds, we improve the accuracy of prefix-level detection (R1) and by developing novel algorithmic components, we improve the refinement process against modern dynamic attack scenarios (R3), all the while ensuring high resource efficiency (R2).

3. Design and Overview of ZAPDOS

In this section, we first describe our threat model and then provide a brief overview of ZAPDOS, highlighting its key contributions and challenges.

3.1. Threat Model

Attacker’s metrics of success. We assume a rational attacker whose goal during the active-attack phase is to inflict maximum damage (i.e., loss) on the targeted network’s benign traffic while minimizing the cost of launching the attack.

If the victim network has no defense, damage is measured in how much benign traffic is lost due to attack-induced congestion. Based on recent studies [33], [70], we assume the attacker uses one of several reflection attack vectors (e.g., DNS, NTP, SSDP) and/or botnets sending flooding attacks (e.g., SYN, ICMP, UDP). To launch these attacks the main cost for the attacker lies in acquiring sufficient attack sources (e.g., bots) to maximize attack volume.
If the victim network deploys signature-based defenses, the notion of damage as well as cost of attack is more complex. First, effective signature-based defenses increase the cost for the attacker since extra effort is required to evade detection. In particular, the attacker can combine several different attack vectors and change attack vectors and attack sources dynamically. Second, signature-based defenses also introduce an additional type of damage in that the reported signatures may falsely include benign sources. The attacker can potentially leverage this by intelligently selecting attack sources to confuse or mislead signature detection. We assume the adversary uses one of three methods to select attack sources: (i) based on the actual IP address of the reflector or bot; (ii) based on a fixed uniform random sample of the source address space; or (iii) based on proximity to benign traffic through the cost-based method. In the later case, we assume the adversary cannot guess exactly which sources will appear in benign traffic, but can pay a higher cost (in terms of effort during the pre-attack phase) to infer attack sources that have longer prefix overlap with benign sources.

Victim’s metrics of success. The goal of the victim is to prevent as much attack-induced damage as possible, from either flooding loss or false-positive signatures. We assume the victim is able to detect when a volumetric DDoS attack occurs but does not have any additional information about the attack (i.e., the victim has no prior knowledge of the attack vector or the attack sources). Anecdotal evidence suggests that for small to medium scale edge networks, volumetric DDoS attacks often cause spikes in packet and bit rates which can be detected using simple counters (e.g., on the border switch in Figure 1). A variety of other volumetric DDoS occurrence metrics have been proposed and implemented on switch hardware [21], [31] and could be integrated with ZAPDOS. Finally, we assume the victim has the ability to deploy traffic monitoring for signature detection and the ability to mitigate detected attack traffic (e.g., rate-limit, re-route through a scrubbing service).

Note that the assumptions made in our threat model about the type of attacks and methods for detecting attack occurrences are consistent with others (e.g., [20]–[22]).

3.2. Overview of ZAPDOS

As shown in Figure 3, ZAPDOS is a closed-loop hybrid hardware-software approach to detecting prefix-level volumetric DDoS attack signatures. Operating during the active-attack phase, ZAPDOS uses a fixed set of prefix monitoring slots implemented in programmable switch hardware, control software, and a set of operator-defined mitigation policies. ZAPDOS uses the prefix monitoring slots to collect features for a fixed number of prefixes at a time, reacts to the results by updating which prefixes to monitor, and reports attack prefixes as soon as they are known to be separate from benign prefixes with sufficient confidence.

The key contributions which enable ZAPDOS to satisfy R1-R3 are concrete and novel solutions to the following challenges.

C1: How to determine if aggregate prefix-level traffic contains an attack source? The per-source or per-flow feature vectors used in prior ML-based approaches [24], [25] supply detailed signals directly correlated to the traffic entities to be classified. The per-prefix feature vectors considered in ZAPDOS, on the other hand, may contain signals from a variety of attack and benign sources and ZAPDOS’s model must be able to “see through” these ambiguous prefixes in order to effectively refine and detect an accurate attack signature.

ZAPDOS trains a classification model over prefix-level features from a large number of scenarios with realistic packet-level attack traffic as well as attack and benign source address distributions, as described in § 4. In order to increase the model’s ability to detect the presence of attack traffic in ambiguous prefixes, we develop a prefix length weighting method to explicitly bias the model’s FNR vs. FPR tradeoff at different prefix lengths.

C2: How to use fixed switch resources to monitor a variable number of variable-length prefixes? The simplest iterative refinement approach simply zooms in or expands any prefixes that appear to contain any amount of volumetric DDoS attack traffic; however, this approach quickly leads to a large and infeasible number of prefixes to monitor. Since the total number and length of prefixes involved in an attack signature is unknown in the pre-attack phase, prior work which partitions the address space into a fixed number of prefixes (e.g., DREAM [58]) is also insuffi- cient.

ZAPDOS features a novel algorithm in § 5 to carefully decide which prefixes are worth monitoring and when particular prefixes can be reported as sourcing attack-only traffic with high confidence. The core idea of this algorithm is to partition prefixes as they are zoomed in on between a fixed-sized set of high priority prefixes to assign to monitoring slots and a variable-size set of less suspicious “held-out” prefixes. A recent snapshot of the structure of benign sources from the pre-attack phase is used to determine when a
suspicious prefix has been zoomed in on enough to minimize false positives.

C3: How to ensure the refinement process remains robust when the adversary changes attack sources and vectors? A key limitation of iterative refinement approaches, including the base-line approach described above, is that they assume the attack signature does not change rapidly. Modern DDoS attacks, on the other hand, may rapidly (e.g., every 30 s) change attack sources in order to confound such approaches.

We introduce two key algorithmic components in § 6 which allow the refinement process to quickly adapt to changes in the underlying attack traffic. First, ZAPDOS implements a “look-ahead” method to detect which child prefixes are active before allocating precious monitoring resources in the next epoch. Second, ZAPDOS implements a “look-back” method that keeps a low-overhead approximate record of which non-monitored prefixes were active to guide resource allocation in the next epoch when the attack sources change.

4. Per-Prefix Risk Model

At the heart of ZAPDOS lies a per-prefix risk model trained to report when a monitored prefix contains one or more volumetric DDoS attack sources.

Why use machine learning (ML)? To understand why we use an ML-based per-prefix risk model, consider a simpler method that decides if a prefix is suspicious based on applying a threshold to a single metric such as the distance between DNS requests and DNS responses as proposed at source-level in [20]. A key challenge with using a threshold in prefix-level detection is that the baseline volume of traffic changes drastically with prefix length and differently in different prefixes (i.e., due to clustering [28]–[30]). A non-linear model trained on features from a diverse range of prefixes at different lengths as used in ZAPDOS, on the other hand, can capture the complex correlation between prefix length, traffic volume and other more descriptive features (e.g., inter-packet gap statistics).

The challenge of appropriate data. As with other ML-based methods, the success of ZAPDOS’s model depends first and foremost on the availability of a large and representative dataset of observed feature vectors and labels from both classes. However, limited availability of appropriate data is a persistent and well-established problem when applying ML classification techniques to network security tasks [71], [72]. In developing ZAPDOS, this problem is particularly pronounced because the model must be trained over observations that capture the realistic blending of attack and benign features under prefix aggregation. Datasets and methodologies used in prior efforts are insufficient because they either contain no benign traffic [21], [35], [73], lack high-confidence labels [70], [74], or do not provide realistic address-space distributions [20], [75]. To illustrate, consider for example the CIC datasets [75] used to both train and evaluate several proposed approaches to classifying volumetric DDoS attack flows [24], [46]. When viewed at the five-tuple flow level, these datasets are quite large, containing millions of flows. However, as shown in Table 2, when viewed at the source address or source address prefix level, their size quickly collapses to an extremely small number of distinct observations. The largest (ISCX’12) contains 14 attack sources distributed in 6 /16 prefixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Benign /16</th>
<th># Benign /24</th>
<th># Benign /32</th>
<th># Attack /16</th>
<th># Attack /24</th>
<th># Attack /32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAIDA’07 [73]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 k</td>
<td>8.7 k</td>
<td>9 k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCX’12 [76]</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>2041</td>
<td>2129</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIC’17 [75]</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>2125</td>
<td>3432</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSECIC’18 [77]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ours”</td>
<td>30 k</td>
<td>3.2 m</td>
<td>4.8 m</td>
<td>7 k</td>
<td>45 k</td>
<td>50 k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: Number of distinct attack and benign prefixes in datasets used for training and testing in LUCID [24].

4.1. Data-fusion for Realistic Prefix-level Features

Given the insufficiency of existing datasets, we develop a novel data-fusion approach to training and evaluating ZAPDOS. As shown in Figure 4, our method involves several real-life and synthetic data sources which provide realistic attack address distributions as well as packet-level data. This method allows us to generate multiple, independent attack scenarios, each with realistic, disjoint sets of attack and benign sources and hence representative blending of features under prefix aggregation. In particular, we take extra caution to ensure proper separation of prefix-level features between training and testing sets to avoid model overfitting. Overall we generate 84 distinct attacks with varying numbers of sources and attack vectors, 42 training scenarios and 42 test scenarios, using the following steps.

\[ \text{Step 1: Generate attack source sets.} \]

We use three methods of obtaining realistic sets of attack source addresses: Mirai botnet [68] (∼18 M distinct sources), Booters dataset [35] (∼18 K distinct sources), and a synthetic cost-based method. For our training data, we extract disjoint sets with varying numbers of sources from the Mirai data set (for simplicity we use sets of 500, 1k, 2k, 5k, 10k, 20k, and 50k sources). Booters sources are used in our evaluation to demonstrate how ZAPDOS can generalize to entirely unseen source distributions.

\[ \text{Step 2: Generate attack traffic sets.} \]

In particular, counts from one training attack scenario with 50k attack sources sampled from the Mirai dataset [68] and benign traffic from MAWILab [69] constructed using method described in § 4.1.
We also develop a **cost-based method** to understand how ZAPDOS reacts when the adversary invests effort to infer benign prefixes during the pre-attack phase and spoofs attack sources to come from these prefixes. In particular, we define the cost for the attacker in terms of how many prefix bits \( \ell \) attack sources share with benign sources. Then, given a set of benign sources, to generate attack sources for a particular cost \( \ell \), we identify the set of \( \ell \) prefixes that share a \( \ell - 1 \) prefix with a benign source, then select attack sources uniformly at random in these identified prefixes. In this way the clustering of attack sources is closer to (farther from) benign sources for larger (smaller) values of \( \ell \).

**Step 2: Generate attack traffic.** Next, we generate packet-level attack traffic for each enumerated attack source based on attack vectors. Table 3 shows the six different attack vectors as well as packet-level sources or parameters considered in this work. We fix the target bit rate of the aggregate attack traffic (e.g., 1 Gbps) and the number of attack sources to compute the per-source bit rate which determines the arrival time of attack packets. Here, an attack \( A_I \) with the same target bit rate as \( A_2 \), but with more attack sources, will have lower per-source bit rates (and vice versa). To mimic a real attack [35], each source generates packets at a constant bit rate with a uniform ±1% variance around the target per-source rate.

**Step 3: Merge attack and benign traffic.** Finally, we interleave the packets of each generated attack with benign traffic from the 2019 MAWIlab dataset [69] (preserving the relative packet arrival times of both traces). The MAWIlab dataset provides packet-level data for a large number of benign traffic excerpts allowing us to assign a unique excerpt to each generated attack scenario. Although using a single supplier of benign traffic does not allow us to reason about a trained model’s ability to generalize to other network settings, our data-fusion methodology can be replicated with any other source of benign traffic in order to produce datasets and models tailored for particular networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Attack Vector</th>
<th>Packet Source/Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refl./Amp.</td>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>“Booter1” [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTP</td>
<td>CIC DDoS “day two” [78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Sucuri analysis [79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood</td>
<td>SYN</td>
<td>TCP with SYN flag set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>ICMP Echo request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>UDP random payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3:** Attack vectors generated for evaluation of ZAPDOS and the sources or types of attack packets used.

**4.2. Modeling Setup**

**Feature selection.** To train the classification model used in ZAPDOS, we compute the features described in Table 4 for each prefix in each of the training attack scenarios. At a high level, we carefully selected features that on the one hand intuitively capture differences in traffic patterns between attack and benign behaviours and on the other can be computed in switch hardware at line rate. Though similar features have been used for flow-level attack classification [24], [50], [80], [81], we reiterate that in ZAPDOS, all features are aggregate over all traffic from the prefix being classified. As a result, we only require maintaining feature state during each epoch for a small, limited number of prefixes using queries described in § 5 instead of over all flows as in prior efforts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefix length</td>
<td>Number of leading bits defining prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bytes from</td>
<td>Number of bytes from this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bytes to</td>
<td>Number of bytes to this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packets from</td>
<td>Number of packets from this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packets to</td>
<td>Number of packets to this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min/max/ave. len.</td>
<td>Minimum, maximum, and moving average of length of packets from or to this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min/max/ave. IPG</td>
<td>Minimum, maximum, and moving average of time between consecutive packets from or to this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last active</td>
<td>Number of epochs since any packets were last observed from or to this prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rrDiff</td>
<td>Maximum (responses - requests) over a number of known amplification protocols (e.g., DNS, NTP, etc.), see Appendix B.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4:** List of features computed each epoch for each monitored prefix for use in ZAPDOS’s model.

**Model selection.** We use a random forest (RF) model [82], [83] with 500 trees and other defaults as set in [84] to predict if a prefix sources attack traffic based on the observed features. We chose to use RF due to its observed high accuracy and fast training and classification times compared to more complex methods like neural networks.

**Weighted training.** Initial experiments suggested that the per-prefix false-negative and false-positive rates of our model do not directly correspond to the error rates of ZAPDOS’s end-to-end iterative refinement approach. In particular, we found that false-negative decisions made at shorter prefix lengths had a disproportional impact on the overall false-negative rate because they caused the refinement process to miss large prefixes potentially containing many attack sources. To counteract this effect, when training our model, we use a weighted sample of our training set which contains more observations of attack prefixes at shorter prefix lengths (e.g., less than /16) compared to longer prefix lengths. This weighting of the training set causes the model to be more suspicious (i.e., make more false-positive decisions) at shorter prefix lengths, making it more likely that ZAPDOS will continue zooming in and not miss large regions that include attack sources.

**5. Iterative Prefix Refinement**

**5.1. Baseline Approaches**

In general, approaches to prefix-level iterative refinement [57], [58] maintain a list of monitored prefixes \( F \). Packets are grouped by these prefixes and aggregate features computed for each prefix (e.g., by submitting dataflow queries [31], [85], [86]) during a monitoring window or epoch (e.g., 1 s). Between epochs a set of decisions are made about how to update \( F \) for the next epoch based on features computed in the previous epoch. Typically these decisions are to “zoom-in” on a particular prefix (e.g., replace 10.10.0.0/16 with 10.10.0.0/17 and 10.10.8.0/17) or to “zoom-out” by combining two sibling prefixes. In the case
of volumetric DDoS signature detection, the goal is to zoom-in on prefixes that contain attack sources and zoom-out on benign prefixes.

Existing approaches to prefix-based refinement have one of two undesirable properties. First, approaches like MRT [57] use tree-like data structures to implement prefix matching on CPUs and zoom-in on every suspected attack prefix, leading to an exponential increase in the number of prefixes whose features must be collected and processed during each epoch. Second, approaches like DREAM [58] use a fixed number of TCAM entries on programmable switches and every time they zoom in on a prefix, they also choose another pair of siblings to zoom out on.

Our initial experiments quickly confirmed that neither of these approaches are sufficient for volumetric DDoS attack signature detection. The MRT approach of zooming in on every prefix classified as suspicious quickly exhausts the limited number of TCAM slots. The proposed algorithms in DREAM [58] also struggle to effectively zoom in to sufficiently long prefix lengths. Consider the simple example where there is only one attack prefix, 10.0.0.0/8. As shown in Figure 5, DREAM requires monitoring eight other prefixes even though they may be entirely empty.

\[
\begin{align*}
&128.0.0.0/1 \times 64.0.0.0/2 \times 32.0.0.0/3
&\times 16.0.0.0/4
&\times 12.0.0.0/6
&\times 11.0.0.0/8
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5: Monitoring one attack prefix 10.0.0.0/8 in DREAM [58] requires monitoring an additional 8 benign or empty prefixes in order to maintain a complete cover of the address space.

5.2. Scheduling Prefixes on Fixed Monitoring Slots

To address these algorithmic short-comings in the light of volumetric DDoS attack signature detection, in ZAPDOS we develop a novel approach based on the high-level idea of scheduling which prefixes to monitor each epoch. We augment the set of prefixes \( F \) with two other sets: \( R \) which contains prefixes which have already been reported as part of the attack signature, and \( H \) which contains non-scheduled prefixes “held-out” in CPU memory for consideration in future epochs. During each epoch, we use a fixed number of prefix monitoring slots compiled into switch hardware to compute features for prefixes in \( F \) (each slot computes all features for a single prefix). Between epochs, we apply a procedure called \( \text{EpochUpdate()} \) to update all three sets to zoom in on attack signatures. The key decisions of our approach stem from two high-level scheduling policies, children-first and never-zoom-out as illustrated in Figure 6.

**Children-first.** The children-first policy is based on the intuition that if the model classifies a prefix as containing attack traffic, it is more likely that a child of that prefix will also contain attack traffic in the next epoch compared to any other prefix. As a result, we schedule all newly-zoomed-in-on children before any other prefixes under consideration.

Only once these child prefixes have been cleared as non-suspicious, do we remove them from \( F \) to \( H \).

**Never-zoom-out.** The never-zoom-out policy is based on the intuition that even if a prefix does not look suspicious in a particular epoch, it may still become suspicious in the future (e.g., due to changes in attack source, or fluctuations in benign traffic). As a result, instead of zooming out as in DREAM, we collect all prefixes ever zoomed in on in \( H \). This way, even if the attack vectors or sources change, ZAPDOS can quickly recall its previous progress and continue zooming in where it left off, thus avoiding the slow control loop vulnerability [22] associated with approaches that do not maintain this kind of longer-term state (e.g., Jaqen [20]).

Note that although \( F \) is constant in size, \( R \cup H \) grows after most epochs during the active-attack phase. We leave questions of how to interpret and ultimately reset \( F \), \( R \), and \( H \) in the post-attack phase and/or how to optimally precondition these sets in the pre-attack phase to future work.

**Key parameters.** ZAPDOS includes two key parameters that effect the iterative refinement process. First, \( \text{prefixesPerEpoch} \) determines the number of feature monitoring slots available in switch hardware (i.e., an upper bound on \( |F| \)). Increasing \( \text{prefixesPerEpoch} \) enables ZAPDOS to observe a larger region of the address space each epoch and can in some cases reduce the number of epochs to reach an accurate attack signature, but increases ZAPDOS’s hardware resource footprint. Second, \( \text{bitsPerEpoch} \) determines how many bits are added to the length of prefixes when ZAPDOS zooms in on them. Although intuitively larger value of \( \text{bitsPerEpoch} \) allow ZAPDOS to zoom-in faster, since each zoom-in decision generates 2 \( \times \text{bitsPerEpoch} \) children, setting \( \text{bitsPerEpoch} \) too high generates too many children to monitor and can actually cause ZAPDOS to zoom-in slower due to the limit imposed by \( \text{prefixesPerEpoch} \).

5.3. Deciding Length of Reported Prefixes

Given that prefix lengths increase monotonically in ZAPDOS (by the never-zoom-out policy), a key consideration is when a prefix flagged by the model as potentially containing attack traffic should be reported in the attack signature. On the one hand, reporting at too short of prefix...
lengths leads to high false-positives. On the other hand, reporting at too long of prefix lengths leads to wasting monitoring resources and increase detection time. Ultimately, as shown in Figure 7 optimal prefix-level partitions of attack and benign sources require a wide range of prefix lengths (e.g., /10 to /25).

![Figure 7: Distribution of lengths of prefixes used for optimal separation between attack and benign traffic from Figure 2.](image)

To better approximate these optimal prefix-level partitions, ZAPDOS develops an “early stopping” method to decide when prefixes that are flagged by the model should be included in the report set $R$ (and hence removed from active consideration in $F$ and $H$). Since the primary concern is to avoid reporting prefixes that also contain benign sources, ZAPDOS’s early stopping leverages a profile of benign traffic collected during the pre-attack phase.

In particular, we define $\text{Benign-Proximity}(y,p) = n/2^{32-p}$ for a given prefix $y$ of length $p$ where $n$ is the number of benign sources observed in $y$ during the pre-attack phase. During the active-attack phase, if the model flags a prefix $f$ of length $\ell_f$ as suspicious, we report $f$ and move it to $R$ if and only if $\text{Benign-Proximity}(f, \ell_f) < \text{threshold}$. Computing $\text{Benign-Proximity}(y,p)$ requires monitoring distinct sources for the most recent $m$ seconds in the pre-attack phase. In our evaluation, we found that $m=120$ $s$ yields sufficiently accurate results while requiring modest resources. For example, in our hardware prototype we used a $\sim 131$ KB Bloom filter.

### 6. Tuning Refinement for Dynamic Attacks

Although the children-first and never-zoom-out policies are key to realizing ZAPDOS, they require additional algorithmic components (beyond those described in § 5) to cope with dynamic changes to attack sources observed in modern volumetric DDoS attacks.

#### 6.1. Look-Ahead to Avoid Empty Children

The children-first policy requires allocating monitoring slots for all children of any prefix flagged by the model as suspicious but not yet ready for reporting. However, due to the relative sparsity of observed addresses, some of these children almost always turn out to be inactive and hence waste precious switch resources. For example, with $\text{bitsPerEpoch} = 4$ and a parent prefix with only one active child, ZAPDOS would waste 15/16 monitoring slots.

To address this problem, we develop a novel look-ahead method that encodes information about which children are active in the features gathered for each parent prefix. In particular, as shown in Figure 8a we add a per-prefix “child bitmap” where each bit represents a potentially active child. When a packet matches prefix $f$ of length $\ell_f$, we extract the $\ell_f + \text{bitsPerEpoch}$ bits of that packet’s source address and use them as an index into $f$’s child bitmap. During $\text{EpochUpdate}()$, if $f$ is identified as suspicious by the model, we then read $f$’s child bitmap and only select the children of $f$ whose bits were set for monitoring in the next epoch. The child bitmap requires adding an extra feature with $2^\text{bitsPerEpoch}$ bits per prefix. For example, at $\text{bitsPerEpoch} = 4$, this only adds 16 bits.

![Figure 8: Extensions to the scheme of Figure 6 to deal with dynamic changes in the set of attack sources.](image)

#### 6.2. Look-Back to Catch Changes

Although the never-zoom-out policy ensures that ZAPDOS can always make progress towards refining attack signatures even when the attack sources change, a critical consideration not addressed in § 5 is which prefixes from $H$ should be added to $F$ when extra monitoring slots are available. Again, due to relatively sparse population of the observed address space, simplistic methods like taking the first $\text{prefixesPerEpoch}$ from $H$ lead to wasting monitoring slots on empty prefixes.

To address this problem, we develop a look-back method that casts a wide net over all regions of the address space not monitored in $F$. Our key observation is that we do not necessarily need to discover exact regions sourcing new attack traffic, but only need to re-focus the refinement process on currently active regions of the address space. In particular, as shown in Figure 8b we use a simple Bloom filter [87] $B$ to build an (approximate) list of distinct sources that don’t match prefixes in $F$. Then when extra monitoring slots are available, we select prefixes from $H$ based on their membership in $B$.

### 7. ZAPDOS Prototype

We prototype ZAPDOS using a Tofino-enabled Wedge 100BF-32QS switch. The switch ASIC runs a P4 [88] program that computes per-prefix features in hardware registers (Table 4), maintains look-ahead and look-back components (§ 6), and classifies packets associated with reported attack prefixes in $R$. Table 5 shows that ZAPDOS has a relatively small footprint compared to the available hardware resources for key resource types like SRAM and TCAM, comparable to the footprint of Jaqen.


8. Note that Jaqen only reports hardware resource usage of their detection module, but their mitigation modules, which actually generate source-level attack signatures, require unknown additional resources.
The switch CPU runs the ZAPDOS control plane, a Haskell [89] program which evaluates the per-prefix classification model (§ 4) and refinement algorithm (§ 5), interacting with the ASIC through the bfruntime gRPC interface and ASIC’s CPU port. A key challenge in prototyping ZAPDOS in hardware is optimizing the communication between ASIC registers and the switch’s CPU to minimize the update time overhead. In addition to carefully multithreading the ZAPDOS control plane, we leverage two other techniques to optimize this communication: (i) batch-round-robin epochs and (ii) packet ferries.

**Batch-Round-Robin Epochs.** Naively reading the features of all prefix monitoring slots in one shot at the end of each epoch (as shown in Figure 9a) requires a significant amount of time. For example, writing a new set of 1500 prefixes to monitor in hardware takes \( \sim 0.5 \) s, implying traffic would only be monitored half of the time with 1-second epochs. On the other hand, incremental updates that cycle through prefixes in round-robin order (as shown in Figure 9b) cause the iterative refinement process to fall behind due to the constant overhead associated with each RPC. For example, an RPC updating a single prefix takes \( \sim 5 \) ms, implying one cycle through all 1500 prefixes would take \( \sim 7.5 \) s.

![Figure 9: Illustration of different possible approaches to updating prefix monitoring slots in ZAPDOS.](image)

In ZAPDOS, we develop an approach called *batch-round-robin* which updates batches of prefixes in a single RPC and cycles through batches in round-robin order as shown in Figure 9c. This combines the benefits of synchronous epochs and round-robin updates because the constant overhead of each RPC is amortized over all prefixes in a batch and each batch is much faster to update compared to the entire set of monitoring slots. Updating a batch of 100 prefixes in our prototype takes \( \sim 25 \) ms so the 15 batches required to update all 1500 prefixes takes 375 ms implying batch-round-robin can easily keep up with 1-second epochs.

**Packet Ferries for Feature Collection.** To implement the modeling and iterative refinement methods, the ZAPDOS control plane needs to read features of all 1500 prefix monitoring slots back to the CPU each epoch, but a naive batch-read RPC request takes \( \sim 1.3 \) s. Instead, ZAPDOS implements a technique called *packet ferries*, inspired by in-band network telemetry [90], [91] and further developed in [92]. As shown in Figure 10, packet ferries enable fast reads by bypassing the gRPC and driver layers.

![Figure 10: Packet ferries enable fast reads by bypassing the gRPC and driver layers.](image)

### 8. Evaluation

We build a large dataset of realistic attack traces using the methodology described in § 4.1 and use this dataset to evaluate ZAPDOS. We show that ZAPDOS

- quickly detects attack signatures with high accuracy in our hardware prototype implementation and we provide a breakdown of the latency overhead (§ 8.2),
- accurately detects signatures of modern multiple-vector and dynamic attacks with a single model (§ 8.3),
- maintains low error rates for changes to attack parameters (e.g., numbers of sources), system parameters (e.g., prefixesPerEpoch), and loss scenarios (e.g., flooded border links) (§ 8.4), and
- is robust against attackers who can spoof attack traffic to come from the same prefixes as benign traffic maintaining orders of magnitude lower error rates compared to prior approaches when given comparable traffic monitoring resources (§ 8.5).

#### 8.1. Setup

**Success metrics.** The goal of ZAPDOS’s attack signatures are to effectively reduce the amount of damage caused by an attack regardless of how much effort the adversary spends on the attack as described in § 3.1. To measure potential damage, we measure the accuracy of given attack signatures w.r.t. ground-truth in terms of per-byte false positive (FPR) and false negative (FNR) rates. Smaller FPR and FNR indicate more accurate attack signatures and in turn less damage for the target network. To measure how fast an attack is detected, we use the *detection time* metric that we define to be the time difference between when an attack starts and when ZAPDOS reports more than a certain fraction of the attack prefixes. Note that we classify each packet as a false-positive or false-negative based on the current value of \( R \) when that packet arrived and compute aggregate FPR and FNR over the entire attack scenario. As a result, these metrics also reflect how quickly ZAPDOS was able to refine accurate attack signatures (e.g., if ZAPDOS takes longer to detect a particular attack prefix, it will make a larger contribution to FNR). The shown error bars mark the 5\(^{th}\) percentile, the median, and the 95\(^{th}\) percentile, respectively over independent trials.
Other DDoS defense approaches. We compare ZAPDOS with two state-of-the-art switch-based approaches to volumetric DDoS defense in edge networks: (i) Euclid [21] uses a sketch-based method to detect attack sources by estimating their contributions towards the increase in the entropy associated with the attack, and (ii) Jaqen [20] is a library of sketch-based detection and mitigation primitives that can be deployed on switch hardware with a CPU-based controller. We use an exact heavy-hitter computation to represent the best-case scenario for Jaqen, which originally used universal sketching to estimate heavy hitters. We do not compare with approaches like Poseidon [38] as it focuses on local solutions with no clear separation of detection and mitigation. We also do not compare with ML approaches like LUCID [24] since their feature-gathering overheads are infeasible for edge networks as described in § 2.3.

Default parameters. As discussed in § 5 and § 6, the two main parameters controlling efficiency of iterative refinement in ZAPDOS are prefixesPerEpoch and zoomInBits. Unless otherwise noted, we set prefixesPerEpoch to 1500 and zoomInBits to 4 since these values yielded acceptably low error rates in initial experiments and acceptably low overheads in our hardware prototype. We use a Bloom filter with 2^20 bits and a single hash function in our prototype for look-back. We set a default epoch duration of one second. The pre-attack phase lasts for 120 s to allow ZAPDOS to compute the benign traffic profile described in § 5.3 and we set the benign proximity threshold to 0. Unless otherwise noted, the active-attack phase lasts for 120 s with an aggregate attack rate of 1 Gbps (enough to flood an access link of a small or medium-sized campus network) using 50k attack sources from Mirai data [68] (distinct from the training sources) comparable in size to real-world volumetric DDoS attacks [35].

8.2. ZAPDOS Prototype Performance

To evaluate our prototype, we replay an independent UDP-flood attack trace from the test partition of our dataset containing a mix of attack and benign traffic. The prototype is switched from collecting the benign traffic profile (§ 5.3) to actively zooming in on attack prefixes when the trace enters the active-attack phase at 120 s. We collect the list of reported attack prefixes in a file which also includes a timestamp of when each prefix was reported, then compute per-byte FPR and FNR in each 1 s time window based on the timing of these reports offset relative to the original trace.

Figure 11a shows the evolution of FPR and FNR in our prototype over the duration of the attack in comparison with simulated implementations of Euclid and Jaqen on the same trace with similar resource budgets. In ZAPDOS, FNR quickly drops below 1% after 25 s (going down to ~0.05% by 120 s) as more attack prefixes are correctly reported. FPR remains low and stable around 0.2%. In comparison, Jaqen deploys mitigation after 15 s due to overheads of installing the particular mitigation module for UDP flood attacks, then achieves higher FPR (~4%) and FNR (~1%). Euclid’s pure data plane approach begins mitigating attack traffic within 1 s and identifies nearly all attack sources, but also produces erratic FPR (up to 50%) indicating significant impact on benign traffic. This result demonstrates that ZAPDOS not only effectively detects volumetric DDoS attack signatures in switch hardware, but also consistently achieves lower error rates compared to best-case simulation performance of Jaqen and Euclid.

We also measured the median absolute difference in accuracy between our ZAPDOS prototype and ZAPDOS simulator over all epochs considered in Figure 11a to be ∼4.1e-04% for FPR and ∼0.17% for FNR. We attribute the slightly larger gap in FNR to inaccuracies outside of ZAPDOS in the tool used to replay attack and benign attack traffic. Given this close correspondence between prototype and simulator, in the rest of this section we show results from our simulation since it enables higher-confidence accuracy computation and evaluation of multiple traces in parallel.

Finally, we measure the latency overhead of our batch-round-robin method (§ 7) with 100 prefixes per batch. Figure 11b shows the median total per-batch latency overhead over all epochs of the attack scenario as well as breakdown across three main operations. Latency overhead is clearly dominated by hardware update time which could be optimized using, for example, DMA rather than gRPC.

9. In particular, we use cost-based attack sources with attack cost ξ = 16 combined with MAWILab 2019-02-05 benign traffic.

10. In particular we use tcpreplay which appears to fail behind real-time during the active-attack phase leading to delayed timestamps from the prototype which inflate FNR.
8.3. Performance Against Modern Attacks

8.3.1. Simple attacks: Single-vector and static. Modern volumetric DDoS attacks leverage diverse vectors to generate large volumes (i.e., data rates) of attack traffic toward their victims. To demonstrate ZAPDOS’s ability to identify attack sources regardless of the attack vector used, we generate an independent single-attack scenario for each of the attack vectors described in Table 3. For each attack we draw a sample of 50k distinct attack sources from the Mirai [68] dataset, the Booters [35] dataset, or “spoofed” sources from a uniform random distribution (Rnd.). Due to iterative refinement in ZAPDOS, we report in Figure 12 FPR and FNR of the attack signature detected by ZAPDOS for each attack vector at three different points in time after the start of the attack. For all attacks, FNR decreases down to ~0.1% after 60 s as ZAPDOS reports more attack prefixes. FPR, on the other hand, does not follow a clear trend beyond stabilizing between 0.1% and 0.3% for all attacks. We attribute this to the inherent burstiness of benign traffic which causes burstiness in the FPR time series (e.g., see Figure 11a). Practically, this result demonstrates that the single trained model in ZAPDOS is able to generate highly-accurate attack signatures for a wide range of modern volumetric DDoS vectors within a couple minutes of the onset of that attack.

8.3.2. Complex attacks: Multi-vector and dynamic. In addition to using diverse attack vectors individually, modern DDoS attacks are also known to combine multiple concurrent attack vectors and change them over time [20], [23], [38], [64]. To demonstrate ZAPDOS’s ability to handle such complex attacks, we generate multi-vector dynamic attack scenarios by selecting nine distinct attack-vectors from Table 3 and attack source sets from the Mirai dataset (using the discrete set sizes described in § 4.1). During the attack scenarios, at regular intervals the attacker randomly selects three attack vector, attack source set pairs from these nine and combines the traffic of all three against the victim. We generate several such scenarios with different intervals between attack changes, in particular 1 s (fast), 5 s (medium), and 10 s (slow). Figure 13 shows the evolution of attack signatures generated by ZAPDOS during the first 120 s of each scenario. ZAPDOS is relatively slower to refine attack signatures compared to previous experiments because these attacks contain roughly three times the number of distinct sources. However, we note that the rate of signature refinement remains the same regardless of how fast the attack changes between attack sets. This illustrates the effectiveness of both “look-ahead” and “look-back” methods (§ 6) to quickly focus limited monitoring resource on target prefixes and to switch prefixes when the underlying attack changes.

Figure 12: Performance of ZAPDOS on different single-vector, static attacks with 50k distinct sources.

Figure 13: Performance of ZAPDOS in refining signatures of multi-vector, dynamic attacks with varying numbers of sources.

8.4. Sensitivity Analysis

To understand how ZAPDOS performs on a wider range of parameter settings and attack scenarios, we evaluate the impact of changing both the resources allocated to ZAPDOS (i.e., prefixesPerEpoch) and attack parameters (i.e., the number of distinct attack sources at a fixed aggregate attack rate). We also investigate the robustness of ZAPDOS in scenarios where the edge network’s border link is flooded. Due to space limitations, we describe the details of these experiments in Appendix C and summarise the key takeaways here. ZAPDOS is able to leverage larger switch hardware state (via larger prefixesPerEpoch) to reduce the false negative rate and detection time. On the other hand, although larger numbers of sources sending a fixed overall attack rate presents a harder challenge, for 1 Gbps attacks with up to 50 k sources ZAPDOS is still able to achieve FPR < 0.5%, FNR < 5%, and to report 90% of attack sources within 10 s. Finally, ZAPDOS is robust against changes to feature distributions caused by a flooded border link and reduces loss-induced damage to below 10% in less than 10 s on average.

8.5. Impact of Proximity of Attack Sources

A fundamental concern with prefix-level attack signatures as detected in ZAPDOS compared with source-level signatures as detected in Euclid and Jaqen is that a resourceful adversary could spoof attack sources to fall into known
benign prefixes thereby triggering high false-positive rates.\textsuperscript{11} We evaluate this concern by generating 10 independent UDP flooding attack scenarios. Each scenario uses cost-based attack sources as described in § 4.1 at four different settings of cost parameter $\ell$ and distinct benign traffic from MAWILab. Recall that higher-cost attack sources are chosen to share longer prefixes with benign traffic (e.g., for cost $\ell = 24$ all attack sources share a /24 prefix with at least one benign source). We use these scenarios to empirically quantify the impact of cases where attack sources are intentionally crafted to induce high FPR and to compare this impact with performance of Euclid and Jaqen on the same traces using the same methodology as in § 8.2 above.

![Figure 14: Aggregate performance comparison over 10 independent attacks. Higher attack cost $\ell$ indicates longer prefix overlap between attack and benign sources.](image)

Figure 14 shows FPR and FNR over all 10 attacks at each setting of cost parameter $\ell$. Performance of ZAPDOS does depends on attack cost, with cheaper attacks yielding lower error rates (e.g., median FPR of $\sim 8 \cdot 10^{-6}$% at $\ell = 8$ bits compared to 0.06% at $\ell = 24$ bits). However, we note that this trend is concave-down and there is no apparent breakdown of ZAPDOS’s prefix-level signatures even up to $\ell = 24$. Although the FPR of Euclid and Jaqen are not impacted by attack cost, they are orders of magnitude higher ($\sim$9% and $\sim$6% respectively) compared to ZAPDOS’s prefix-level signatures.

Interestingly, we observe that attack cost also has an impact on ZAPDOS’s FNR which ranges from $\sim$0.07% to $\sim$17% as $\ell$ increases. This is a result of longer detection time required by higher-cost attacks as discussed below. In comparison, Jaqen achieves relatively constant FNR around 13% and Euclid’s FNR is highly dependent on characteristics (e.g., entropy) of each trace though uncorrelated with attack cost.

![Figure 15: Detection time of ZAPDOS’s attack signature coverage.](image)

Intuitively, due to ZAPDOS’s benign-proximity method for deciding the length of reported attack prefixes (see § 5.3), when attack sources are closer to benign sources, ZAPDOS must zoom-in to longer prefix lengths requiring more iterations. Figure 15 quantifies this effect by showing the time between the beginning of the attack and when ZAPDOS’s FNR line falls below 10%, 50%, and 90%—in other words, the detection time from when the attack starts until when ZAPDOS’s attack signature matches 10%, 50%, and 90% of all attack traffic each time window. For the lowest cost attacks ZAPDOS detects 90% of attack traffic within the first 1 s epoch. However, since for higher-cost attacks, attack and benign sources share longer prefixes, ZAPDOS takes longer (up to 24 s in the worst case) to produce sufficiently refined attack signatures. The key takeaway is that if the attacker expends extra effort to place attack sources closer to benign sources, ZAPDOS does not falsely block benign sources, but drills down deeper into the prefix tree to maintain low FPR at the cost of increased signature detection time.

9. Adversarial Considerations

In addition to attackers who intelligently spoof source addresses to fall within benign prefixes as considered in § 8.5, several other aspects of ZAPDOS could potentially result in vulnerabilities which attackers could exploit to thwart detection. We raise several possibilities and note that the severity of each depends on details of a production deployment of ZAPDOS.

Securing communication in ZAPDOS. Since ZAPDOS uses the switch data plane to collect feature results, an attacker could potentially spoof these request or response packets and jeopardize the accuracy of ZAPDOS’s features. ZAPDOS’s data plane could be modified to include distinct signatures on all result packets (e.g., adding a secret written only through the PCIe channel) allowing the ZAPDOS control plane to verify all received feature results.

Timing-based attacks. A skilled attacker could use knowledge about the epoch duration used in ZAPDOS to craft attacks that inhibit iterative refinement (e.g., by changing attack sources faster than ZAPDOS’s epoch duration). In addition to keeping actual parameters used in ZAPDOS private, production deployments of ZAPDOS could also dynamically adjust epoch duration following cryptographically-secure random patterns to mitigate the effectiveness of such attacks.

Model-based attacks. Attackers with detailed knowledge of the data used to train the inference model used in ZAPDOS could discover ways to trick the model into making false positive or false negative decisions. In addition to keeping training data used in production private, the models used in ZAPDOS could be periodically re-trained based on the most recent features of benign traffic observed on the victim’s network to reduce the opportunity for such model-based attacks.

10. Summary

In this work, we developed ZAPDOS, a novel approach to detecting volumetric DDoS attack signatures in edge
networks using programmable switch hardware. We demonstrated how ZAPDOS’s prefix-level approach requires modest hardware resource overheads, can detect 99% of attack traffic in less than 25 s with low false-positives, improves efficiency of DDoS defense compared to state-of-the-art by reducing error rates by two to six orders of magnitude, and defends against modern multi-vector and dynamic attacks. ZAPDOS enables effective in-network collaborative defense by allowing edge networks to quickly and efficiently generate accurate attack signatures for reporting to upstream ISP or edge-local mitigation.
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Appendix A.
Prefix-Level Attack Signatures

The methods developed in ZAPDOS are based on observations that both attack and benign sources are not uniformly distributed in the source address space, but tend to cluster in distinctive prefix-level structures formally described by multifractal models [28]–[30]. While preliminary evidence of multifractal clustering of benign Internet traffic has been reported in [28], [29], in this section we provide concrete arguments for why certain types of volumetric DDoS attack traffic exhibit a similar clustering and the implications for attack signature detection. In particular, we consider the two most common volumetric DDoS attack scenarios: reflection-based attacks (§ A.1) and botnet-based attacks (§ A.2).

A.1. Reflection-Based Attacks

The first common approach to generating large amounts of traffic for a volumetric DDoS attack uses a set of publicly accessible servers, known as reflectors or amplifiers, to reflect and amplify attack traffic towards a victim [3]. In particular, the attacker sends requests to these servers with the source address of the request set to the address of the victim so that the server’s response, which is typically much larger than the attacker’s request, is forwarded to the victim. Note that in reflection attacks, the victim sees traffic coming from the addresses of the servers used as reflectors and does not directly observe the addresses responsible for launching the attack.

Clustering of effective reflectors. Our first observation is that, while attackers can freely choose which reflectors to use, they cannot choose the IP addresses of particular reflectors. Intuitively, since effective reflectors are typically misconfigured servers with high-bandwidth connections and stable up-time [33], reflectors can be expected to cluster in address regions associated with networks that have a particular type of policy (e.g., lax policies about updates/patches coupled with high-bandwidth connections to the rest of the Internet). For example, Figure A.1 shows a scenario where an attacker has identified DNS servers to use for reflection
in 10.30.0.0/16 and 10.20.0.0/16 (i.e., the “−” partition of the address space where it is easy to launch attacks from). However, a majority of the defender’s clients are in 10.10.0.0/16 (i.e., the “+” partition of the address space) with only one client co-located in a prefix abused by the attacker (10.20.0.0/16). Clearly an optimal defense in this scenario would seek to focus resources on separating the mix of benign and attack traffic from 10.20.0.0/16 rather than treating each prefix uniformly.

Figure A.1: Example of “+” and “−” partitions of the source address space in a DNS reflection attack.

The existence of networks whose policies support abusable services (like the DNS servers of 10.20.0.0/16 and 10.30.0.0/16 in Figure A.1) is unfortunately widely accepted [66], [67] and several works analyzing actual DDoS attacks purchased from booters services [35], as well as leaked operation data bases of booters [32], [33] confirm that reflectors actually used by such services do tend to cluster in a few specific ASes. For example, [33] found that a single AS was responsible for ~20% of all SSDP amplifiers used by a particular booter service.

Relationship to benign traffic. Because most publicly-available datasets contain only anonymized IP addresses, it is hard to estimate the degree to which the clustering of benign traffic might overlap with the clustering of effective reflectors used for DDoS attacks (i.e., the prevalence of prefixes like 10.20.0.0/16 from Figure A.1). However, we argue that it is unlikely for the types of networks that host large numbers of effective collectors to overlap significantly with networks that host the benign clients of enterprise or campus networks.

A.2. Botnet-Based Attacks

The second common approach for launching volumetric DDoS attacks is to leverage a large set of infected hosts known as a botnet to directly send a flood of traffic towards the victim [7], [36]. Since bots are infected hosts in otherwise non-malicious networks, we assume they do not spoof their source addresses, an assumption confirmed by several empirical studies of botnets used for launching DDoS attacks [7], [8]. As a result, we assume the victim sees traffic coming directly from bot addresses.

Different costs for different regions. The simplest and most common means for an attacker to gain access to a sufficiently large botnet is to simply purchase access through a pay-per-install (PPI) market place [6], [93]. However, due to strong free-market competition [93], [94], prices for bots in different regions of the IP address space can vary drastically. For example, Figure A.2 shows a scenario where the cost for the attacker to access a bot in 10.50.0.0/16 or 10.40.0.0/16 (i.e., the “+” partition of the address space) is far greater than the cost to access a bot in 10.60.0.0/16 (i.e., the “−” partition of the address space). An optimal defense in this scenario would focus resources on separating attack and benign traffic coming from 10.40.0.0/16 and 10.50.0.0/16 and would simply block 10.60.0.0/16 with a single TCAM entry.

Figure A.2: Example of “+” and “−” partitions of the source address space in a botnet-based attack.

Differing prices based on region are commonly used to distinguish between service tiers in the PPI market place. For example, [93] and [6] both report a roughly order of magnitude difference between location-agnostic installs and installs in US-based regions. Moreover, there is strong reason to believe that such price differentiation is a natural and persistent result of the economic model of the PPI market place [94], [96] (intuitively, strong competition between different PPI providers fosters service differentiation and pricing by region is a commonly implement form of such differentiation).

Appendix B.

Generic Reflection Attack Features

In this section we describe the generic \(rrDiff\) feature which summarises multiple well-known signatures at the prefix-level. Intuitively, \(rrDiff\) captures patterns where attack traffic tends to have a larger number of packets of one class (e.g., responses) compared to another class (e.g., requests). (Note that we will refer to these two classes as “responses” and “requests” in the following.)

In particular, for each prefix \(p\) and each attack vector \(v\), we compute the total number of request packets (\(req_{p,v}\)) and the total number of response packets (\(resp_{p,v}\)), respectively. Table B.1 shows the set of response and request entries for the attack vectors considered in this work along with details about how we classify packets as being requests or responses for each vector. Given these sums that the switch hardware computes for a given prefix \(p\), we consider the feature \(rrDiff_p\) that summarizes the degree of response-request imbalance in that prefix and is defined as

\[
rrDiff_p = \max_v (resp_{p,v} - req_{p,v})
\]

Intuitively, the value of \(rrDiff_p\) will be high if \(p\) sources attack traffic and close to zero if \(p\) sources only benign traffic.

12. Though absolute prices have increased, the difference between regions over the last three years of the dark web price index [95] have remained relatively constant.

13. Note that SYN floods are not technically a reflection attack, but we can still capture their asymmetry with our response/request difference feature.
Table C.1: List of currently considered reflection vectors.

### Appendix C

#### Extended Evaluation

Since ZAPDOS uses a limited amount of switch hardware memory to monitor attack prefixes, we evaluate how changes to the amount of memory used and to the number of distinct attack sources impact performance. We repeat these evaluations over all 6 attack vectors from Table 3 and show the minimum, median, and maximum values in Figure C.3.

**Impact of resource constraints.** In Figure C.3a, we vary prefixesPerEpoch while keeping the number of attack sources constant at 50k. In all cases, ZAPDOS achieves low FPR (0.3% to 0.4%) independent of prefixesPerEpoch. On the other hand, FNR as well as time until FNR is less than 10% decreases as prefixesPerEpoch increases since monitoring more prefixes each epoch enables faster progress towards identifying all attack sources.

**Impact of attack sources.** In Figure C.3b, we vary the number of distinct sources in attack traffic while keeping prefixesPerEpoch at 8k. ZAPDOS achieves consistently low error rates (~0.5% FPR and ~3.5% FNR) for a wide range of number of sources (500 through 10k). However, as the number of sources increases, both total FNR and the time until per-epoch FNR drops below 10% begin increasing. We recall that the total attack traffic rate is held constant across these scenarios so that with more sources, the per-source attack rate is significantly reduced. As reflected in Figure C.3b, this decrease in per-source attack rate makes the detection problem harder by reducing the relative strength of the attack signals compared to benign traffic hence increasing ZAPDOS’s latency and FNR.

### Handling Flooded Border Links

A volumetric DDoS attack against a small enterprise or campus network at the edge of the Internet can flood the network’s main border link, rendering in-network mitigation methods (e.g., Jaqen, Euclid) ineffective and degrading the accuracy of traffic monitoring performed at the edge network. To demonstrate the utility of ZAPDOS’s attack signatures in this scenario, we simulate a 1 Gbps border link inserted in front of where ZAPDOS performs its traffic monitoring computations (using a simulated 100 KB FIFO queue). We generate DNS reflection attacks using random samples of 10k sources from the Booters [35] dataset and varying the per-source attack data rate so that the overall attack rate varies from 500 to 2000 Mbps. We simulate upstream mitigation by dropping all packets matching ZAPDOS’s reported attack signature.

![Figure C.3: Performance of ZAPDOS while varying prefixesPerEpoch (left) and the number of distinct attack sources (right).](image)

(a) Varying resources. (b) Varying attack parameter.

![Figure C.4: Impact of DNS refl. attack volume on defense performance given a 1 Gbps upstream bottleneck link.](image)

(a) Total bytes of benign traffic lost with and without ZAPDOS. (b) Time till benign bytes lost drops below 10%.

Figure C.4 shows the performance of ZAPDOS over 10 independent attacks at each attack volume in terms of total damage (volume of benign traffic dropped by the flooded link) and the time it takes before ZAPDOS reduces per-epoch damage to below 10%. We observe that with no defense, the volume of dropped benign traffic increases consistently with increasing attack volume. On the other hand, Figure C.4a shows that signature-based upstream mitigation enabled by ZAPDOS reduces flooding-induced loss to below 10% (median over 10 attacks), even for the largest attack volume (which is 2× the border link’s throughput and incurs ∼85% loss without defense). For all attack volumes, ZAPDOS reduces benign loss more than 10×.

Figure C.4b shows that larger attacks require longer refinement time before the attack signature is specific enough to reduce loss to below 10%. We observe a similar trend for other percentages of benign traffic loss. This is due to the fact that even though ZAPDOS refines signatures at a similar rate for all attack volumes, in larger attacks, individual attack sources send larger volumes of attack traffic so that a larger number of sources must be blocked before the overall reduction in attack traffic (and hence damage to benign traffic) reaches the same level as for smaller attacks. Nonetheless, even for the 2 Gbps attack, ZAPDOS reduces loss to below 10% in less than 10 s on average.

14. Note that we use a smaller number of sources compared to, e.g., Figure 12 due to the smaller number of sources available in the Booters dataset.
Appendix D.
Meta-Review

The following meta-review was prepared by the program committee for the 2024 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P) as part of the review process as detailed in the call for papers.

D.1. Summary

This paper presents ZAPDOS, a system that targets detection of DDoS attack signatures with a unique dual hardware-software approach. For scalable and efficient detection, ZAPDOS monitors source prefixes in high-speed programmable switches, and uses signature-based ML classification with other heuristics to identify and pinpoint suspicious prefixes.

D.2. Scientific Contributions

- Addresses a Long-Known Issue
- Provides a Valuable Step Forward in an Established Field

D.3. Reasons for Acceptance

1) This paper addresses a long-known issue. Defending against DDoS attacks remains a challenge today, and this paper offers a novel defense paradigm targeted for small to mid-sized enterprises with reduced resource capacity, which is important and practical.

2) This paper provides a valuable step forward in an established field. It presents a fresh perspective on DDoS detection by considering non-uniform traffic distributions, and validates the practicality of the defense on a programmable switch.